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National history has always been a major theme in Argentine
cinema. El fusilamiento de Dorrego (“The Execution of Dorrego”,
Mario Gallo, 1910), Argentina’s first narrative film, portrayed an
incident reflecting the internal political conflict that had prevailed
since independence. Recognizing the potential of the historical
genre, Gallo went on to make La Revolución de Mayo (“The May
Revolution”) and La Batalla de Maipú (“The Battle of Maipú”).1
Historical films performed an integrative function at a time when
industrialization was attracting farm workers to the cities and the
state was promoting mass immigration from Europe.
For the most part, narrative films with historical themes disseminated basic myths of national identity and presented versions
of the past reflecting the history produced by the oligarchical-liberal rulers of the country. Yet, interestingly, very few films depicted
the image of General José de San Martín, the soldier who had led
native forces to victory against Spanish armies between 1812 and
1822 before going into exile in France until his death in 1850—
even though his memory was enshrined in the national imaginary
under the title “the Father of our country,” and “the Liberator”.
San Martín’s memory was appropriated and monopolized
by the state. The Instituto Nacional Sanmartiniano (San Martín
Society), established in 1933, proclaimed itself as a private, apolitical, essentially nationalist professional institution for the preservation of national memory; but it was founded at the Círculo
Militar (Military Club), at a time when the army was involved in
politics. In 1944 the Instituto was nationalized by the military
dictatorship and put under the control of the War Ministry. In 1950
the centennial of San Martín’s death was exploited by President
Juan Domingo Perón’s regime to glorify the president’s image,
and ceremonies commemorating San Martín were incorporated
into Argentina’s “civil religion”.2 This sanctification of San Martín
was a deterrent to representing him in movies. Most filmmakers
and businessmen preferred to avoid a subject that was controlled
by the National Academy of History or the Instituto Sanmartiniano
and regulated by censorship laws that penalized any perceived
attack on the “fundamental values of the nation”.3

This article analyzes representations of the Liberator General José de San Martín in films produced during different periods and national moods: the military dictatorship instituted in
1966; the popular resistance and rise of revolutionary guerrilla
warfare in the late 1960s and early 1970s; the eagerness for national rebirth with the return to democracy in 1984; and the disillusion generated by the imposition of neo-liberalism—with its
implicit political and economic corruption—by Carlos Menem’s
presidency after 1989. My analysis points up the different uses of
historiography and iconography by filmmakers. During the military dictatorship (1966-1973), the hegemonic discourse disseminated through official history, civil rituals and the media, waged a
battle over symbols with revolutionary discourses that included
possession of the national myth of the Liberator in films. After
1984, this battle subsided, opening the door to portrayals of imagined aspects of San Martín’s private life—a subject never addressed
before. The globalization of the Argentine economy and its cultural consequences have resulted in a humanization and weakening of San Martín’s image in later films, expressing shifts in
national identity discourse.

Historic Heroes and
Symbolic Conflicts
The biographies and images of national heroes offer objects of identification in various respects, reinforcing social cohesion and obscuring social disparities. Dreams and desires are
vicariously realized by almost superhuman patriots who transcend
the normal human horizons, as San Martín’s image was inculcated to children and citizens throughout the years. National heroes lead justified war, and the hero’s name becomes a metaphor
for the ideal of the national character. San Martín’s “Precepts for
my daughter” were incorporated to formal studies and decorum,
while the hero’s image, transformed into an icon, is an index of
morality, patriotism, and sacrifice, marking internal or external
“Others”. The hero’s deeds and moral qualities are placed above
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social contradictions, while the education system, the state institutions, and the media inculcate the national myths, contributing
significantly to the construction of the “imagined community”.4
Those myths are, in fact, narrative constructions that help overcome the discrepancy between knowledge and belief, creating an
ideological image of the past and the present.5
Biographies are a popular genre in history, literature, and
cinema, where they reinforce the social status quo by disseminating the established views, as San Martín’s life was represented in
literature and educational texts. The guardians of that status quo
often become fanatically protective of the images of national heroes when changing social relations give rise to new views of the
“founding fathers” that challenge the conventional representations,
as revisionist historiography did in Argentina. Interpretations of
the nation as an imagined community built through the narrative
process, wherein different subjects tell alternative versions of the
past, permit a comparative study of the way heroes have been
represented through time, while textual analysis reveals the political significance of those representations.6
Historical films integrate current political interests with local discourses and historiography, as well as cinematographic traditions inspired by universal aesthetic trends. In the sixties the
Argentine military dictatorship exploited the emotional and intellectual influence of this complex interweaving of discourse and
aesthetics, reinforcing the collective and individual sense of belonging to the nation.7
Film is a product of negotiation between the identity of the
creative subjects and social discourses and forces. Whether a film’s
producers are economically independent or dependent on official
and institutional subsidies can have a crucial influence on the way
the image of the past is constructed, especially in countries, like
Argentina, where the film industry has difficultly surviving without state support.8 Current censorship laws or other forms of ideological control affect the script, as do changes in the balance of
power between discourses, which permit new interpretations. The
conquest of screens by commercial modes of representation reduced the creative freedom of Argentine filmmakers seeking a
wide audience. Only clandestine or experimental filmmakers can
ignore the conditioning factors affecting the market for symbolic
products.9

From Glory to Oblivion
José de San Martín, born in 1778, was the Creole son of the
Spanish governor at the little town of Yapeyú. Present-day researchers claim that he was the product of a liaison between his
father and an indigenous woman. His mestizo appearance earned
him the sobriquets of “El Cholo” and “El Tape de las misiones”
(“mission Indian”). When the family returned to Spain in 1784,
José was destined for the military profession, at that time the only
road to social improvement. He had endured chronically poor
health, suffering from rheumatism, stomach ulcers, asthma, hem-
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orrhoids, and cholera. For years he took opium, one of the few
palliatives known at the time, and he often fell prey to pains and
illnesses.10
The young San Martín participated in battles against Arab
and French armies, and served under English officers, Spain’s
new allies in its confrontations with Napoleon. His meteoric ascension through military ranks attested to his leadership and strategic abilities. When King Fernando VII restored the old regime,
civil war broke out all over Spain, while in the American colonies
liberal Creoles battled royalist forces. San Martín resigned his
military commission and joined a group of Americans planning
to seek independence from the Spanish crown with English support. In March, 1812, San Martín disembarked in Buenos Aires,
where the government charged him with the task of organizing a
regiment that was victorious against the Spaniards in its first battle,
in February, 1813. During this period he married Remedios, the
15-year-old daughter of the wealthy Escalada family.
Appointed commander of the army destined to liberate Peru,
San Martín devised an ingenious strategy: to cross the Andes, liberate Chile, and surprise the Spaniards in Peru from the sea. Serving as governor of Cuyo, at the foot of the Andes, he spent three
years forming an army, despite constant friction with the political
leadership in Buenos Aires. In January 1817 his forces liberated
Chile, where he declined the position of Chilean head of state. The
campaign for Peru’s liberation lasted from August 1820 to June
1822. Ships were provided by the English navy. On 25 July 1822,
Simón Bolivar and José de San Martin met at Guayaquil. Some
interpretations suggest conflicts between the two men: San Martín
was a constitutional royalist while Bolivar, educated in the French
tradition, was a republican. Nor did they have equal political
strength, since Bolivar enjoyed the support of the state of Greater
Colombia (present-day Colombia, Venezuela, Ecuador, and
Panama), whereas San Martin had no backing from the Argentine
government. Traditional accounts of their meeting emphasize San
Martín’s willingness to sacrifice his own interests.
San Martín handed Peru over to Bolívar in September 1822
and retired to Argentina, while politicians accused him of cowardice. His wife passed away in 1823. Reluctant to involve himself in civil wars, he went into exile in Europe in 1824, with his
daughter Mercedes. In 1829 he tried to return to Argentina, but
remained in Europe until passing away at Boulogne-sur-Mer on
17 August 1850. In 1877, at President Nicholas Avellaneda’s initiative, San Martín’s remains were repatriated to Argentina and
interred in the Cathedral of Buenos Aires.

From Exile to the
National Pantheon
The consolidation of the Argentine state in the 1880s necessitated a national identity based on an ethos of national unity,
patriotism, sacrifice, order, discipline, internal peace, and
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Eurocentrism, at a time when oligarchic landowners were leadPerón had been deposed. Peronist school textbooks introduced in
ing the nation into neocolonial patterns of dependency. European
1953 presented San Martín and Perón as equivalent Liberators
immigrants were required to replace exterminated Indian and gaubut did not mention Juan Manuel de Rosas at all, thereby avoidchos who had proved unamenable to the capitalistic exploitation
ing unnecessary conflict with the liberal opposition. The anti-Rosas
11
of agriculture. Official history disseminated a narrative that fointellectual Domingo Faustino Sarmiento (1811-1888), a liberal
cused on nation-building by patriotic heroes, leaving little room
exiled during the Rosas dictatorship and elected president after
in the national myths for any memory of grassroots mobilization.
Mitre for the years 1862 to 1868, was mentioned exclusively as
Notable in this respect were the writings of Bartolomé Mitre, the
“Father of the Classroom”.16
intellectual general who had established the port city’s control
A stable democratic system was impossible after the antiover the country and was elected president for the term of 1862Peronist purge that followed Perón’s overthrow in 1955 as long
1868. His classic Historia de San Martín y de la emancipación
as half of the Argentine population felt like “internal exiles”.17
sud-americana was first published in 1875 and has been reprinted
Political and economic exclusion reached an extreme under the
many times. During Mitre’s presidency Buenos Aires erected its
military dictatorship imposed in 1966, introducing a conservative
most imposing statue of San Martín.
nationalist-Catholic-liberal discourse and reinforcing the tradiTo his contemporaries, Mitre was telling national history as
tional national pantheon. No important changes in the gallery of
a romance, but one true in every fact. To modern critics, Mitre
bygone heroes were attempted during the short democracy of
was the founding father of a national memory made up of heroes
1973-76. Politics and cultural struggles came to an end when the
and demons, constructed through a process involving intentional
army took over the government in 1976. Intellectuals and artists
choices, censorship, forgetting, myth-making and sanctification.
as well as political activists and guerrillas were killed or disapHis version resembled an “ideological novel”, didactically depeared, went into exile, kept quiet, or simply tried to survive. State
signed to validate his own concept of Argentina.
terror reduced cultural life, and the expression of subversive ideas
While Argentinean intellectuals, such as Domingo Faustino
awaited the return of democracy.18 During Raul Alfonsín’s presiSarmiento, Vicente Fidel López, and Juán Bautista Alberdi held
dency (1983-1989) and Carlos Menem’s two presidential terms
ambivalent views on San Martín, Mitre’s San Martín was “a his(1989-1999), the Argentine economy embarked on globalization.
torical force” responding to a “fatal impulse”. He was an
Little changed during the radical Fernando de la Rúa’s brief presi“undeciphered enigma”, and his statues were “bronze Sphinxes
dency, which was terminated by popular demand at the end of
keeping the secret of his life”. He was “a Titan” doing a
2001.
“Cyclopean job”. The public schools’ inculcation of Mitre’s
Post-modern cynicism and mistrust of politicians had a very
version of history made any alternative view of history a crimireal basis in Argentineans’ frustrated hopes and awareness of the
nal assault on the nation. 12
corruption that was endemic in their culture, economy, and poliRevisionist historiography criticized from the late 1880s the
tics. This mood was apparent in a new literary trend focusing on
liberal-oligarchic version of national history as an edifice built on
national heroes and liberated from any constraint exercised by
lies and falsifications concealing the complicity of landowners
facts, proof, documentation, or historical method; instead, it exand politicians with English imperialist interests.13 The revisionpressed “a legitimate collective desire… to discover the real, beist school focused on the government and politics of Juan Manuel
lievable man so long hidden behind the stone effigy.” The
de Rosas (1829-1832, 1835-1852), inverting previous assessments
marketing interest led writers to replace the old historical novels’
of Argentine presidents, military men, and politicians. “A traitor
deification of heroes with a kind of nihilism that infused the histo national interests” was the usual accusation revisionists levtorical narrative with “banality and gossip,” according to Patricia
eled at well-remembered leaders from the past; but San Martín’s
Pasquali, a member of the National History Academy.19 At the
same time, academic research and a new trend of literary producascendancy in the national pantheon did not change significantly.14
tion on San Martín expressed the search for explanations of the
President Juan Perón’s administration (1946-1955) propast, necessary in order to adapt
moted parallels between Perón and
Argentine identity to the chalSan Martín, and 1950 was desiglenges posed by the changes in
nated as “the year of the Liberator
economics and politics. HistorioGeneral San Martín”, reverting his
graphic conflicts have become less
image to an almost exclusively
political and violent, although somilitary emphasis.15 Revisionist
cial powers are still trying to connationalist historians supported
trol San Martín’s public images,
Perón, but revisionist historiograwhile others aspire to exploit his
phy was adopted as the “official” President Juan Perón’s administration promoted parallels between
Perón
and
San
Martín.
memory for economic gain, for
Peronist view of the past only after
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example the plans to transform his birthplace into a pilgrimage
center.

From Bronze to Celluloid
A chronic lack of funds keeps the Argentine film industry
dependent on state support, even in neo-liberal times. Given the
status of San Martín’s image in the national discourse and the
inevitable intervention of the Instituto Nacional Sanmartiniano in
any project involving it, only a few films have attempted any portrayal of the national liberator.20 These films took historiographic
texts as referents, but not at any time is their polemic nature of the
filmic image clear to spectators ignorant of the controversy over
its interpretation. By reinventing the image of San Martín, filmmakers construct an identity that can express resistance to social
injustice or exclusion and to the “McDonaldization” of the culture in recent times.21
Left-wing intellectuals’ reconsideration of working-class
support for Peronism and the rise of Third-Worldism in the 1960s
provided a favorable breeding ground for new subversion in politics and the arts. Historical revisionism was bolstered by a profusion of Marxist-nationalist historiography, reflected by engaged
filmmaking, while the military regime imposed in 1966 reinforced
the patriotic ethos and supported the Catholic religion. General
Onganía, elected president in 1966 by the military junta, promulgated new laws in 1968 reinforcing film censorship but offering
support for films that focused on traditional identity and the positive aspects of national heroes’ lives.22 Dissident filmmakers eschewed both canonical treatments of sacred themes and state
subsidies. The most prolific of these dissidents was the Peronist
left-wing Grupo Cine Liberación (Liberation Cinema Group). The
films of this group were conceived as the ideological weapons of
“organic intellectuals” converting from traditional left to the national movement. They portrayed working-class and Peronist
struggles as the axis of national history, appropriating San Martín’s
memory to support their view.23

La hora de los hornos/
The Hour of Furnaces
Grupo Cine Liberación produced La hora de los hornos
(“The Hour of Furnaces”, Fernando Solanas and Octavio Getino,
1968), a four-hour “cinematic essay” about Argentina under neocolonialism which proposed armed socialist-Peronist revolution as
the only path to social justice, independence, and development.
This clandestine film was distributed through labor unions,
Peronist groups, student movements, and even churches. Almost
300,000 people watched it under these conditions until legal public screenings began in 1973. This was an era of armed struggle,
popular mobilization, and political negotiations between an unpopular military regime and a growing opposition front under
Perón’s leadership.
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While Peronism in power (1946-1955) had been hostile to
liberal and leftist artists and intellectuals, like Jorge Luis Borges,
Victoria Ocampo and Bernardo Houssay, Perón had been in exile
long enough for his image to be drained of any clear significance,
and excluded social groups, including those who had opposed
him in the past, could now appropriate him as a symbol to which
new meanings could be attached.24 The film expressed a PeronistMarxist-revisionist view of Argentina’s history that was associated with Third-World discourse and an indo-americanist
exhortation to guerrilla warfare based on Che Guevara’s theory
of revolutionary focus. It called on anti-bureaucratic workers, antiimperialist intellectuals, and left-nationalist students to lead the
national liberation movement while attacking the venerated liberal-oligarchic vision, pointing out traitors and betrayals throughout the history of Argentina. Political discourse in the film reflected
the rise of a combative Peronist Left that was later destroyed by
the army during the “Dirty War” (1976-1979). Leftist Peronism
excluded every position but its own from “Argentine-ness”. The
Group practiced in this film what Amos Fukenstein has described
as “the historiographical genre of contra-history”: polemical writing that systematically uses sources of the Enemy to distort his
identity and collective memory. 25 The extremist application of
contra-history negates all positive aspects of the identity and selfimage of “the Other.” Consequently, anyone who constructs his
own identity by means of this discursive strategy destroys himself while destroying the Other, as happened during the “Dirty
War” between 1976 and 1979.
Although the film did not show San Martín’s physical image, it twice exhibited a facsimile of the order he had issued on
the day his army began the campaign to liberate Chile and Perú
(January 1817). San Martín had called on his troops to fight to the
death in a popular language that was not appropriate to the moralistic mood imposed by General Onganía’s government: “if we
run out of ammunition and uniforms, we’ll fight in our balls [naked], like our cousins the Indians”. The reference to naked fighters evoked the “descamisados” (without shirts), as Evita Perón
called the Peronist workers. Perón and San Martín were equated,
as they had been in the Peronist state’s discourse.
The text was presented on screen instead of San Martín’s
iconographic image and without a voice-over reading. The film
diffused the verbal message and gave the viewers opportunity to
read by themselves, appropriate the spirit of freedom involved in
it and re-create the call for a national liberation struggle. Thus, La
hora de los hornos appropriated San Martín’s official memory
and the historic document known to Argentineans from school in
order to redeem Perón’s leadership and to describe the Peronist
masses’ struggle as a continuation of the nation’s Liberator tradition—a second war of national liberation.
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disappointment in the political system and a growing desire for a
new kind of “clean”, nationalist government of army officers,
New laws in 1968 reinforced film censorship but offered
which, it was hoped, would lead the country to a better future.
support for films that focused on traditional identity and the posiThis wish was fulfilled in 1943 when the government was taken
tive aspects of national heroes’ lives. The result was a revitalizaover by a group of military men—one of whom was Colonel Juan
tion of the historical genre and the “gaucho film”. In the ensuing
Domingo Perón.
years the Argentine film industry produced Martín Fierro
The actors were television and repertoire-theater stars such
(Leopoldo Torre Nilsson, 1968), Don Segundo Sombra (Manuel
as Alfredo Alcón and Evangelina Salazar, whose popularity was
Antín, 1969), El santo de la espada (“The Knight of the Sword”,
used to inject some humanity into characters who were basically
Torre Nilsson, 1970), Santos Vega (Carlos Borcosque, Jr., 1971),
reciting lines from history books.31 The music of the soundtrack
Güemes, la tierra en armas (“Guemes, the Country up in Arms”,
was composed and conducted by Ariel Ramírez, famous all over
Torre Nilsson, 1971), and Argentino hasta la muerte! (“An Arthe world for his Misa Criolla. Since the cinematic language acgentine to the Death!” Fernando Ayala, 1971). A mild revisioncorded with the popular commercial style and audiences had been
ism entered Argentine cinema with El último montonero (“The
familiar with the story since elementary school, the film was unLast Montonero,” Catriano Catriani, 1971), based on historian
likely to surprise or disturb the audience. It reinforced the social
Félix Luna’s biography of caudillo Chacho Peñaloza, and Juan
and political status quo, recycling sacred myths concerning perManuel de Rosas (Antín, 1972), for which the revisionist histosonal sacrifice, patriotism, and decorum. Although Argentina was
rian José María Rosa was a consultant.26
in a state of turbulence following widespread popular protest demEl santo de la espada was a blockbuster box-office hit, fionstrations against the dictatorship in 1969 and 1970, the film
nanced by a US producer with support from the Argentine militransmitted a message of obedience and respect for the military.
tary government.27 Director Torre Nilsson, well known for French
Although women’s status in the family and the workplace was
New-Wave-style psychological dramas, saw himself as a profesimproving, the film reinforced the traditional view of the hero’s
sional who would not leave the country or stop working because
wife as a quiet, supportive helpmeet.32 No sign of any human
of censorship laws. Normally, a film character’s relations with
relationship between the couple was shown on screen and no menthe psychological processes considered to be characteristic of his
tion was made of San Martín’s love affairs during his years away
culture express the connections between fantasies and the possifrom home. Scenes of San Martín crying over fallen soldiers and
bility of implementing them in real life.28 The film was strongly
taking medicine were cut out because “heroes don’t cry” and “heinfluenced by the counsels of a representative of the Instituto
roes are not weak”.33 The moralizing influence was so great that
Sanmartiniano, whose presence was imposed as a condition for
the phrase about fighting “in our balls” was excised from San
state support and authorization. As a result, the repressive nature
Martín’s order to the army, even though the aim was maximum
of Argentine culture at that time was reflected in the elimination
faithfulness to historiography, documents and official iconograof any aspect that might humanize the image of the Hero, as refphy. To this end many scenes reproduced iconographic paintings
erences to the characters’ private lives and moral dilemmas.
from national museums that were familiar to everyone from
The film illustrated Ricardo Rojas’s bischoolrooms, textbooks, magazines, and other
ography of the Liberator, with additional masources.
terial taken from Bartolomé Mitre’s Vida de
While La hora de los hornos portrayed
San Martín and books by other historians.
a
popular
general with whom people identiRojas (1882-1957), historian, poet, and unified, and focused on the continuation of his
versity professor, considered literature to be
struggles, El santo de la espada promoted rean excellent vehicle of social integration, prospect for the military and obedience to authorducing a national identity that melded differity. An epic narrative, panoramic shots of
ent races and origins. In 1933, he published
Argentine soldiers battling Spaniards, and
El santo de la espada: Vida de San Martín
export-oriented music and TV stars all worked
(“The Saint of the Sword: The Life of San
to construct an image of national identity that
Martín”), a romanticized biography of the Libwas attractive to the masses. Schools orgaerator that endorsed Mitre’s version of history,
nized “educational” screenings, making the
but emphasized San Martín’s moral qualities
film a huge success. Thus, official history and
rather than his military abilities.29 This ideocanonic texts where used to construct a cinlogical novel became a best-seller, bringing the
ematic illustration of myth for military dicta30
national myth out of scholarly texts. Part of In El Santo de la espeda many scenes
torship aims.
its success must be attributed to widespread reproduced iconographic paintings from
national museums.
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Tangos—El exilio de Gardel/
Tangos—Gardel’s Exile
The filming of Tangos—El exilio de Gardel (“Tangos—
Gardel’s Exile”, Fernando Solanas, 1985) was begun in Paris during the political exile of the director and completed in Buenos
Aires after the restoration of democracy. It was a great success in
Argentina and at international film festivals, despite its elaborate
language and disjointed narrative. The plot focuses on a group of
exiled Argentines in Paris who attempt to stage a “tanguedia”, a
musical spectacle combining tango and tragedy. The film is
strongly symbolic, the unfinished spectacle serving as a metaphor for the never-ending “national liberation project” in which
the Peronist Left was engaged. The French who support the
Argentineans in their endeavor do not understand their aesthetics,
reflecting Europe’s incomprehension of Latin American history
and issues.
The film presents scenes of surrealism and magical realism. While the surrealism is an expression of individual consciousness, in the scenes of magical realism the characters perceive
unnatural events as natural in the diegetic world. In contrast to
surrealism, an aesthetic effect produced by European rationalism,
magical realism is a device used by Latin American intellectuals
reacting to Eurocentrism.34 Surreal scenes in this film express
processes in the characters’ consciousness and ideology, whereas
scenes of magical realism portray the conflict of Argentine identity with exile and the national myths. Towards the end of the
film, Gerardo, a character who represents the revisionist historians of FORJA35 and works at a library, the symbolic place of
history and memory, meets the ghosts of San Martín and Carlos
Gardel (1890-1935), a famous tango-singer nicknamed “the Creole Nightingale”. Gardel had been a hit in Paris and other European capitals from 1928 on, becoming a national symbol and
Argentine myth—amid unending debates concerning his true nationality. He was the son of a poor immigrant woman, lived as a
bohemian, succeeded in Europe, and died in a plane crash when
young—a colorful background in marked contrast to the patrician lineage and severe image of some of the heroes of the national pantheon. Gardel’s integrative myth proves to people that
the marginal and exploited members of society also contribute to
the country’s greatness.
The three Argentines in Tangos are old, sick, and tired. San
Martín’s elderly image is that of the official iconography, leaning
on a cane and complaining about present-day generals, who were
“not good enough patriots” and had “forgotten to pay his retired
officer’s pension”. In civilian clothes, he resembles a kindly grandfather, the Father of the Patria. His weariness symbolizes the failure of the liberation plan. As in La hora de los hornos, here, too,
San Martín’s image was appropriated to attack the military, although in a democratic rather than left-wing Peronist mode. Here
there was a recognition that Argentines could elect another party
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to the government, as they had elected the Radical Alfonsín in
1983. The discussion among the old men is the embodiment of a
fantasy fostered by the educational system in assignments requiring pupils to write essays on “What would you say to…[San
Martín, Sarmiento, etc.]?” While the imagined dialogue between
the pupils and the hero reinforces the inclusion of the individual
in hegemonic ideology, the subject is upset by the conversation in
the film, which denounces the military regime’s betrayal of the
patriotic tradition and social justice. Completing the decadent picture, Gardel announces that he can no longer sing and plays an
old recording, symbolizing the wishes of the people, who have
been deprived of a voice and must settle for nostalgia.
In an earlier scene, filmed on location, Gerardo and two
Argentineans visit San Martín’s exile house in Boulogne-sur-Mer,
where they read his testament calling on the military to respect
the people’s decisions. Later they stand on a cliff above a tormented sea, looking west into the clouds towards Argentina, in
the same pose in which iconographic paintings portrayed the old
general—the message being that every exile, like San Martín (who
in 1829 rejected the idea of returning because he did not want to
be involved in civil war), personally pays the price of internal
disputes over the national project. In the film, San Martín judges
the situation from the wise, experienced perspective of the elders
of traditional cultures—another way of criticizing the consequences of constructing the national state on the European model.
Thus, the film invoked official iconography, historic document,
traditional image of the Hero’s last years and integrative myth to
construct a disjunctive vision of recent past, as well as the memory
of politically engaged revisionist historians.

La fiebre del general/
The General’s Fever
La fiebre del general (“The General’s Fever”, Jorge Coscia,
1990) presents a flesh-and-blood San Martín—sick, delirious, fearful, suffering from Oedipal trauma, coincident with the new trends
in literary representations of San Martin. The plot by the director
and Julio Fernández Baraibar describes San Martín’s visit to a
friend’s ranch in Córdoba during the winter of 1815, for the purpose of mending his broken health. Mitre’s biography devotes
little space to this interlude, while other historians merely mention a few of San Martín’s activities and visitors.
The idea of focusing on San Martín’s personal life had
arisen in a conversation between Baraibar and well-known Marxist-revisionist historian Jorge Abelardo Ramos at a screening of
El santo de la espada in 1970.36 Ramos maintained that the hero’s
marriage to a 15-year-old adolescent was a way of obtaining
funding for his projects from the wealthy Escalada family.37
Constructing an alternative image of San Martín during the presidency of Carlos Menem was part of the struggle for a cultural
paradigm alternative to neo-liberal consumerism. Although the
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filmmakers admired Gabriel García Márquez’s novel El general en su laberinto (1990; The General in His Labyrinth), which
tells the story of an expedition down the Magdalena River during which Simón Bolívar, sick, defeated, and betrayed, seeks
consolation in erotic adventures, their own San Martín recovers
in order to fight for liberation, expressing the optimism and Latin
Americanism of the national Left.
The film received state support, which would normally compel review by the Instituto Nacional Sanmartiniano. To avoid this,
the name of the hero is not uttered at any point in the film; he is
called simply “General”. The director of the Instituto expressed
dissatisfaction with the project, but his institution did not try to
prevent filming. Thus, in contrast to Torre Nilsson’s experience
in making El santo de la espada, any limitation here was the choice
of the filmmakers; various state and private bodies extended aid
as a way of showing patriotism. The musical score was composed
by Jorge Marziali, including parts by José Luis Castiñeira de Dios,
who also composed for Tangos, el Exilio de Gardel and other
films related to Peronist discourse.
El general y la fiebre portrays a San Martín ill with tuberculosis, a disease that aesthetically accommodated fevers and delirium. Tuberculosis had a stigma associated with artists and
bohemians, unsuitable for the hallowed image of the Liberator.
The Instituto Sanmartiniano rejected it, claiming that the Hero
suffered from stomach problems. Members of the Instituto
Sanmartiniano later criticized the depiction of San Martín’s dreams
in the film, insisting that the Liberator’s moral integrity and spiritual strength would not permit oneiric fantasies of this nature.
The film deconstructs the conventions of representing the
Liberator on screen: The Indian servant Milagros who waited on
San Martín during his visit in 1815 describes that visit to General
Facundo Quiroga, who is staying in the same place in 1835, hours
before being assassinated. In this way the story of the liberation is
intercut with the civil wars and Buenos Aires’s “betrayal” of the
interior provinces according to the revisionist version of history;
at the same time the subordinate female is given voice and valorized, in opposition to the gendered tradition embodied in the
image of Remedios Escalada de San Martín in El santo de la
espada. The narrative is interrupted by the general’s dreams and
hallucinations, deconstructing the normative chronological order
of official history.
San Martín’s delirious hallucinations are presented in a different color and lighting, in a way that suggests a sickly, deformed
interior world, unacceptable to official historiography. San Martín
imagines that he is engaged in battles against enemies whom he
fears, who capture or kill him. His family image in the dreams is
quite different from official history: the father condemns his service in the Latin American cause and calls him a traitor; his mother
is distant and mute. These circumstances invite compassion for
the Liberator, relegated to military life while still a child. When
Milagros asks what combat is, San Martín describes disorder,

shouting, blood—the view of a human rather than a strategist.
Historians maintain that San Martín put into practice a continental strategy that coincided with the interests of the English government, which offered him information and logistic support; but
the film shows the crossing of the Andes as having been planned
in an acute feverish state reflecting the “madness” of genius. 38
However, San Martín expresses a contempt for politicians,
traitors, and “carneros” (“sheep”—cowards and stooges) that are
rooted in left-wing nationalism: When he serves first local, then
French wines to high-society guests, the guests praise the
unsurpassable European quality, but San Martín reveals that with
Milagros’s complicity he has served the same national wine both
times. The comic spirit of his action contradicts his traditional
image of seriousness and frugality at a time when Latin American class-consciousness interprets austerity as the work of national governments, implemented by banks and international
agencies.39 The gibe at imported goods is a criticism of the neoliberal policy that opened Argentina’s borders indiscriminately to
imports, destroying national industry; and the contempt for “sheep”
is a reference to the politicians who followed the dictates of the
International Monetary Fund. At another point San Martín shows
empathy for the oppressed, a relevant issue in contemporary Argentina.
Towards the end of the film, San Martín recovers and prepares to cross the Andes. Instead of the famous order mentioned
in the previous films, the scene shows indigenous soldiers who
assure him, in the Quechuan language that evokes Tupac Amaru40
of their support and willingness to fight for liberation: “Overcome or die!” they exclaim, and San Martín echoes them hesitantly. Instead of the mythological Hero reclaiming people to go
after his charisma, he is a leader who expresses the will of the
oppressed masses, just like Perón was traditionally interpreted by
the discourse of the national Left, and in contrast to Menem’s
telegenic, media-friendly neo-populist charisma.
El general y la fiebre was a critical success but attracted
meager audiences, less than 5000 spectators during its first year
in Buenos Aires city.41 In the euphoria generated by the announcement of a new currency convertibility law and an imagined future
of intensive consumerism (which proved ephemeral), the general’s
agonies were of no interest to the public. Thus, the film does not
appropriate the official history but proposes a subversive aesthetic
incursion into a void in official narrative to construct a human
vision of a wicked hero. It was made for commercial distribution,
instead of the revolutionary uses of “La hora de los Hornos, involving identity negotiation of filmmakers. Financial help from
business and institutions legitimated the weak image of the Hero,
and did not destroy the official story but complemented it.

El viaje/The Journey
The new weakness of San Martín’s image came to be associated even with patriotic monuments. El viaje (“The Journey”,
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Fernando Solanas, 1992) is a story of maturation that depicts Latin
America 500 years after the European conquest. President Menem
was to many Argentines a traitor who had promised redemption
by means of a traditional Peronist social-justice program but who,
once in charge, implemented policies that were quite the opposite. The “grotético” style invented by Solanas expresses the grotesque consequences of neo-liberal policies and the pathetic
performance of the political elites invoking a sovereignty that they
distort in practice.42 The film shows Tierra del Fuego shaken by
gales, suggesting that Argentina is adrift in the globalizing economic storm. The narrative follows an adolescent as he journeys
over the continent in a futile search for his lost father, who symbolizes the populism that exploited the Oedipal relation between
the masses and the caudillo. The protagonist realizes that he must
devise a plan in which personal desires do not conflict with aspirations to social justice, or demand personal sacrifice as revolutionary foquism did in the past.
The narrative is interspersed with historietas (“little stories” in comic-strip form), animated by camera and editing, which
transmit the story of the people’s struggles that has been forgotten by official history. The people in the comics appear later in
the flesh, an effect of magic realism suggesting that resistance to
globalization constitutes a continuation of liberation struggles.
The historieta genre privileges visual language, a popular alternative to the verbal texts privileged in official history. The expressionist drawings of the alternative narrative are a
counterbalance to the grotesque parody of the neo-liberal politicians, suggesting that the people’s struggles are the social reality
and the regimes in power are a pathetic spectacle.43
In a brief scene of magical realism, the bronze equestrian
statue of the Liberator—similar to that erected during Mitre’s presidency—has been stolen by corrupt Menemist public officials who
trade in metal. During the solemn ceremony inaugurating a replacement statue donated by commercial enterprises, a strong wind
whisks it away, revealing that it is made of plastic: The glorious
image of the Father of the Country, cast in noble bronze, has been
sullied by the greed and immorality generated by anti-patriotic
neo-liberalism and globalization, causing pupils to laugh at the
amazing event. The meager screen time devoted to the occasion,
despite the epic dimension of the film, suggests that the myths of
official history had lost their importance.
Creative freedom carries risks. The director of El viaje was
shot during the final stages of production by thugs who were never
found but were widely believed to have been hired by Carlos
Menem in order to intimidate him. Solanas was seriously wounded
and the film’s premiere was delayed for months. Twenty years
earlier, Solanas had asserted that the risks filmmakers assumed
were the only proof of their revolutionary action.44
Although El viaje won prizes at international festivals, it
never attracted large audiences in Argentina: only 77800 spectators in its first year at Buenos Aires.45 The prophetic allegory that
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showed Buenos Aires flooded by sewage water and the president
as a gangster with frog legs, suitable for maneuvering in the corrupted medium could not be an object of identification for the
masses just when the Menemist economy was enjoying its greatest triumphs. Thus, the film does not evoke specific historiographic
text, but the iconic image of the Liberator and the traditional patriotic discourse generated by official history, is in a parodic style
that subverts their relevancy.

Conclusion
Images of the Liberator in Argentine films related to historiography. Historical texts are points of reference for the construction of the film images that help make up the collective
imagery, even when the film refrains from quoting them directly.
State institutional and financial mechanisms exert ideological control over commercial film, while disjunctive versions are also
threatened with political and physical sanctions. A comparison
between El santo de la espada and El general y la fiebre illustrates the changes that have taken place in control mechanisms
throughout the twenty years. Although both received subsidies,
the education system made the first film required viewing for pupils, ensuring its commercial success, but ignored the second film,
dooming it to failure—a fitting sanction for the new age, in which
profitability is all.
Police harassment of La hora de los hornos during the 1960s
and 1970s and the attack on the director of El viaje in 1991 exemplify the intolerance shown to those who criticize the myths of
the reigning system. Although San Martín’s image is not the main
theme of these two films, the appropriation of that image separates the accepted vision of the past from the discourse that gave
rise to it, demolishing one of the bases of national identity. In the
same director’s Tangos—El exilio de Gardel, an aged San Martín
expressed a democratic anti-military discourse widely accepted
and no repressive action was taken. The civilian neo-liberal elite
is more tolerant of dissident filmic visions than the military regimes were, but it will not abide attacks on the regime’s image of
respectability.
Whereas the hegemony of the 1960s disseminated the ethos
of sacrifice for one’s country, discipline, and obedience to the
constituted authorities, the anti-hegemonic discourse of the
Peronist Left preached analogous foquist voluntarism and sacrifice for the sake of the revolution. El santo de la espada and La
hora de los hornos reflect these two alternatives.
El viaje confirms the out-datedness of the Peronist enterprise and the irrelevance of the traditional patriotic discourse in
globalization times. It gives a voice to those who supported
Menem’s election and felt betrayed by his power politics. In contrast, El general y la fiebre condemns neo-liberal policy, leaving
open the option of a new encounter between the national leadership and the popular will. Both films express divergent postPeronist political practices. Fernando Solanas abandoned Peronism
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in 1990 and was among the founders of the coalition that put the
unsuccessful De la Rúa in power, but abandoned it before the
elections. Jorge Coscia, the director of El general y la fiebre, was
appointed director of the National Film Institute in 2002 by the
administration of Peronist president Eduardo Duhalde. Rubén
Stella, who plays San Martín in the film, was designated Argentine secretary of culture at the same time.
Beyond the differences in the filmic visions of San Martín,
the manipulations of his image in fact testify to the unifying power
that the various discourses attribute to it. The last frames of El
general y la fiebre show the troops crossing the Andes, to the
strains of “Argentine”-type music reminiscent of Ariel Ramírez’s
score for El santo de la espada. The film does not break completely with the traditional vision, but presents a “behind the
scenes” revelation by portraying a historical figure with human
weaknesses—already seen in Tangos—El exilio de Gardel—who
identifies with the suffering and fears of the common people, transmitting the desire for national liberation and social justice that is
postulated in La hora de los hornos but never made concrete. The
“Argentinazo” and “Cacerolazos” that shook the country in December, 2001, demonstrated that the desire for liberation and justice felt by los de abajo (“the downtrodden”), like the soldiers
who promised to overcome or die in El general y la fiebre, is
expressed in class struggle, which is still the engine of history.
Argentina must confront the bad winds denounced in El viaje in
its never-ending quest for a country for all.
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